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It's Only Been Two Months Since...
  

Wow! Talk about being rusty and ready to go fishing. I keep on planning to get out there... but
something always comes up and keeps me grounded at home or work. I just wanted to give the
readers of YakHawaii an update of what has been going on.

  

January started out with me getting the nastiest flu that took three weeks to recover. Then the
company I work for changed their performance plan that kept me busy working hard to meet
their sales/marketing criteria. February I moved from a larger house to a smaller one after being
in the same house for seven years. Man do I have a lot of kayak fishing equipment. This move
has taken three weeks. Then last week I started to get prank phone calls late at night. My wife
was so disturbed about them... she asked me not to participate in kayak fishing so that I keep a
low profile until this blows over. These calls were total harassment and hopefully with the police
report filed, they might track down the blocked number caller. I am hoping it's not a hater that is
coming from the kayak fishing community on the Internet. But nonetheless, I will be fishing in
the near future. Next week, I have appointments on my off work days. So it looks like another
few weeks unless I can squeeze in an afternoon run providing my wife lets me. I really need to
be out there and get some sanity back. I've been reading about all these incredible catches on
the Big Island and my fishing hat goes off to Shawn for his productivity. I am so happy for you...
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